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Abstract
English　Vowel　Perception　of　Japanese　Students
－ An　Analysis　of　the　Errors　Using　Frequencies－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Izumi　Nonaka
　　Compared　with　the　Japanese　vowel　system，　English　vowels　are　classified　into　more　than　twice　as
many　as　Japanese　vowels．　If　each　language’s　vowel　system　is　compared　to　a　musical　scale，　the　Japanese
vowel　system　might　be　the　whole－note　scale，　and　the　English　vowel　system　a　half－note　scale．　We　can
assume　that　native　speakers　of　Japanese　leaming　English　may　have　some　difficulty　in　distinguishing
English　vowels　that　fall　in　between　two　Japanese　vowels．
　　To　demonstrate　all　mentioned　above，　Japanese　leamers　of　English　heard　some　minimal　pairs，　and　I
analyzed　the　result　using　frequencies，　Hz．．　I　could　find　a　rule　which　could　govem　all　the　errors．
　　In　the　second　experiment，　I　prove　that　F　1，F2　and　F3　equally　play　a　considerable　role　in　determining
the　vowel　quality．　Moreover，1　could　find　the　significant　difference　between　Japanese　vowel　system　and
that　of　English．　As　such　a　experiment　made　on　Japanese　leamers　has　been　very　few，　this　study　will　be
of　great　importance．
